
HMIS

Privacy and Security



Privacy and Security are Everyone’s 

Responsibility

Everyone is expected to provide the highest level possible of privacy to 

keep our clients information that we collect and use confidential.

Everyone needs to adhere to the HMIS required policies and implement 

BEST PRACTICES at every level.

➢ Computer

➢ User

➢ Client

➢ Organization



Computer Security

A computer running HMIS must not be left unattended

Every computer’s power settings must automatically turn off the display after 

a reasonable length of time (e.g. 15 minutes) without activity.

ServicePoint also has an automatic logout function for users who have been 

idle for a pre-determined period of time. This function decreases potential 

viewing and/or manipulation of client data by unauthorized individuals.

Each Computer/Network is required to have a current/up to date 

Anti-virus software and be located in a secure location with an individual or 

network firewall. 



User Security

Every user must have a unique HMIS login ID, and a password that 

changes on a periodic basis.

Passwords must be 8 to 16 characters in length and must contain 

at least two numbers.

Passwords automatically expire every 45 days. When your 

password expires, you must enter a new one; you cannot reenter 

the same one.



User Security

The system allows only one login per password at a time. In other 

words, you cannot log into the system on two terminals at the 

same time using a single password.

User login and password information must be kept secured and 

must not be shared with anyone.



Client Security

Each client must be made aware that their information is to be 

entered into the HMIS.

A client should consent to have their information entered into HMIS.  It 

should be noted that a client may refuse to have their information 

entered but this may effect their eligibility for services.

Each client should sign a Universal RELEASE OF INFORMATION (ROI) 

for the sharing of their information among participating providers.

Whenever there are communications regarding a client, the 

client/household number should be used, not the client name.



Organization Security

Agencies are required to comply with federal, state and local 

confidentiality laws.

Agencies must have the HMIS Privacy Notice posted at intake or 

comparable location with general reason for information collection 

and reference to privacy policy.

A standard Privacy Notice can be found on the Suncoast 

Partnership’s website under documents and training section.



Organization Security

Agencies should create an environment of confidentiality by 

restricting open discussions that include secure information.

Agencies must assure that only staff who work directly with clients 

or who have administrative responsibilities can look at, enter, or 

edit client records.

Additionally, agencies must notify the HMIS System 

Administrator immediately upon an HMIS User’s 

termination of employment.



Practical Passwords Guidelines

Substitution is a great way to add complexity without making the 

password more difficult to remember. 

Simply substitute letters or numbers with special characters.  

Substitute the letter “I” with the character “!”.  And substitute the “s” 

with the number “5”, the “Y” with a “7”.

And now your “dog Skippy”, can become the password dog5k!pp7.   

Easy to remember, and very difficult to crack.



Practical Password Guidelines

Also consider using DEPTH in your password.  Depth means using a 

phrase instead of a word for your password.

As an example,  “If you can not beat them, join them”  becomes 

IYCNBTJT, and with your new substitution rules it becomes the 

password, “!7cnbtjt”.



True Case Management



MORE EFFECTIVE CASE PLANNING
including HMIS Case Planning Tools

HMIS ADVANCED TRAINING



Case Planning vs. Case Management

Case planning is one element of 
effective case management.



Case management is a collaborative process that assesses, plans, 
implements, coordinates, monitors and evaluates the options and services 
required to meet the client’s health and human services needs. It is 
characterized by advocacy, communication, and resource management 
and promotes quality and cost-effective interventions and outcomes.

From Commission for Case Manager Certification’s (CMBOK®) 

Case Management Body of Knowledge

Case Management



Case Managers

The primary function of case managers is to advocate for clients/support 
systems. Case managers understand the importance of achieving quality 
outcomes for their clients and commit to the appropriate use of 
resources and empowerment of clients in a manner that is supportive 
and objective.



Case Managers

Push and Pull



Case Managers

Push and Pull



More Effective Case Planning
1. Client-centered — based on the individual client’s situation, needs and goals;

2. The client participates and agrees;

3. Strengths-based — focused on the individual client’s strengths and skills;

4. Uses a team-based approach to coordinate and integrate community services;

5. Is further collaborative by allowing the engagement of multiple streams of input;

6. Seeks to engage the client’s existing support network, if appropriate;

7. Seeks to enhance the client’s capacity for self-care;

8. Involves respectful and collaborative relationships;

9. Provides accountability to the client and to the funder;

10. Is guided by ethical principles; and

11. Involves advocacy and innovation.



More Effective Case Planning

Client Information

From the point of intake, each stage of the process seeks 
to gather more in-depth information,  allowing the client, 
outreach worker, intake staff, 
safe shelter staff, housing coordinator, 
and case manager, to develop a 
more effective plan.

Importance of good information. 



More Effective Case Planning

• Housing Focused

• Relevant

• Reliable

• Accurate

• Integrity

• Understandable

• Well Sourced

• Up to Date

• Usable



More Effective Case Planning

Housing Focused

Relevant

Reliable

Accurate

Integrity

Understandable

Well Sourced

Up to Date

Usable

Service Oriented

Extraneous

Inaccurate

Misleading

Untrustworthy

Inconsistent

List Oriented

Out of Date

Not Usable



More Effective Case Planning

Goal Setting, Actions & Interventions

❖ Recording of client’s priority goals within different goal 
areas.

❖ Recording of past/current service links and service 
worker contacts.

❖ Recording of client’s desires for community linkages 
and service connections.

❖ Listing of actions to be taken by staff and by client.



More Effective Case Planning

Case Plan Review & Follow-up

❖ Notes recorded regarding the steps taken by 
staff and by client.

❖ Notes recorded regarding the achievement of 
desired outcomes in the case plan.



Simple Introduction to Goals

Case Planning for the Homeless involves the mission:

Make homelessness rare, brief and one time.

Our ultimate goal for a person is 
permanent housing.



Simple Introduction to Goals

1. Safety and harm reduction;

2. Housing;

3. Health and hygiene;

4. Mental health management;

5. Addiction issues;

6. Social, spiritual, community and cultural connections;

7. Financial, legal and identification;

8. Life skills; 

9. Training and employment.



Simple Introduction to Goals

❖ Identifying new service links where needed, particularly 
where the client is unfamiliar with available resources.

❖ Making re-connections with service links that made a 
difference in the past — where the service was effective, 
or where the client worked well with certain individuals.

❖ Matching services to the client’s specific situation and 
needs.



How do we better assure we meet these 
elements of good Case Planning

❖Uses a team-based approach to coordinate and integrate 
community services;

❖Is further collaborative by allowing the engagement of multiple 
streams of input;

❖Seeks to engage the client’s existing support network, if 
appropriate;

❖Involves respectful and collaborative relationships;

❖Provides accountability to the client and to the funder;



Servicepoint CASE PLANNING tools 

are one of the most effective ways to 

coordinate our efforts on behalf of 

clients.



The HMIS System provides tools to assist the Case Manager.  The experienced 

Case Manager will find the tools that may be helpful in tying together their 

current client planning process with HMIS.  New Case Managers will find a 

planning process that may provide an effective base:

1. Review, edit and save assessment information regarding the 

CLIENT/HOUSEHOLD. 

2. Establish Goals and create Actions Steps for 

each Goal, including Follow Up CASE PLANNING meetings. 

3. Include client and case notes and attach documents, record and 

update measurement information and maintain other evaluation 

information.

4. Complete the Self Sufficiency Outcome Matrix.

5. Allow other providers to contribute to the Case Plans, to see the Action 

Steps taken and the Goals Achieved or Not Achieved.

Using the Case 

PLANNING Tools 

that are 

available within 

the HMIS 

system.



After logging onto ServicePoint, select ENTER DATA AS, and then choose the program where your CASE 
PLANNING tools can be utilized. 

Family Haven Alliance –

Master Case PLANNING

Family Haven Alliance –

Master Case PLANNING

Working with 

ServicePoint

and the Client 

Profile



Once you have selected your project– Click on 
CLIENTPOINT to search for Client.

Working with 

ServicePoint

and the Client 

Profile



Look in CLIENTPOINT for existing clients.  For CASE PLANNING, all of 

the CLIENTS/HOUSEHOLDS should be pre-existing and have an 

Entry/Exit in the EDA project you have selected. Search for client by 

using the First Name, Last Name and/or SS#.  OR, if you know the 

Client ID# enter that number in the space provided.

Working with 

ServicePoint

and the Client 

Profile



Don’t forget, if you are correcting information 

that is, incorrect, incomplete, inconsistent, or 

not current, 

MAKE SURE YOU ENTER THE DATA AT 

THE CORRECT POINT IN TIME.

Updates to client's information is done 

through the interim tool.



The five tabs listed are used most often while working within 

Case PLANNING.

Working with 

ServicePoint

for Case 

PLANNING

Service Transactions

Entry/Exit MeasurementsClient Profile

Entry/Exit Service Transactions Case PLANNING Case Plans Measurements



The Entry / Exit tab is for entering clients into the project.

Working with 

ServicePoint

for Case 

PLANNING

Service Transactions

Entry/Exit MeasurementsClient Profile

Entry/Exit



Working with 

ServicePoint

for Case 

PLANNING Creating Interims for updating client’s information.

Note: Interims are only available if client has not exited the project.



The Case Managers tab is used assign yourself as the 

CASE MANAGER.  Click on the Case Managers tab.

Next, click on the 

Add Case Manager button.  

Adding a 

Master Case 

Manager



When you click on the Add Case Manager button, a Case Manager
dialog box appears that asks you for information.

If Client is part of a Household, 
only the primary client should 
be selected.

Adding a 

Master Case 

Manager



Select ME as your choice for TYPE.   

This should populate the remaining 
fields.   

If you are assigning another person 
from your PROVIDER as the CASE 
MANAGER, select that person by 
picking SERVICE POINT USER.

Check to make sure the information 
is correct. 

The PROVIDER should be the same 
as ENTER DATA AS provider and 
project.

Adding a 

Master Case 

Manager

Continue adding information about the CASE MANAGER.



Make sure the Start Date is 
correct.

When all of the information 
is entered, check it one 
more time and then click 
Add Case Manager.

Adding a 

Master Case 

Manager

Continue adding information about the Case Manager



The client will also display in the Counts Report on the Home Page Dashboard 

under My Clients.

Adding a 

Master Case 

Manager

Now when you look at the Case Manager list, your name should be 

there along with your project.



Creating a 

Case Plan The next step in using the HMIS system in CASE PLANNING is 

developing a Case Plan.  Click on the Case Plans tab.

Here’s a Tip!

 The CASE PLANS section enables you to record GOALS, set timelines, set FOLLOW-UP DATES, 

include CASE NOTES and more.  Your first step is to enter your first GOAL for the 

CLIENT/HOUSEHOLD.



Creating a 

Case Plan: 

Entering a 

Goal

To enter a GOAL for the CLIENT/HOUSEHOLD Case Plan select 

ADD A GOAL.



Creating a 

Case Plan: 

Entering a 

Goal

When you select ADD A 

GOAL, the GOAL dialog 

box will appear.

Complete each area 

requested in the dialog 

box in order to ADD A 

GOAL.



Creating a 

Case Plan: 

Entering a 

Goal

Here are the first steps in ADDING A GOAL.  

In the GOAL dialog box:

Since you selected the project prior through 

the Entering Data As, the PROVIDER field 

will populate with that information.  There is 

no need to change the setting.  

The CASE MANAGER can be 

selected from those who are 

listed as Case Managers for that 

CLIENT/HOUSEHOLD.  Select 

your name from the list to be 

designated CASE MANAGER for 

this GOAL. 



Creating a 

Case Plan: 

Entering a 

Goal

The DATE GOAL was Set should be the Date that the specific GOAL 

was established.  The HMIS system will default to the current date, 

and unless this is incorrect, it can be left as is.



Creating a 

Case Plan: 

Adding 

Classifications 

& Types

The next two questions are GOAL CLASSIFICATIONS and 

GOAL TYPE.  

First, you must select the GOAL CLASSIFICATON.  Below 

you will find a list of the current GOAL CLASSIFICATIONS.  

Budgeting

Case PLANNING

Child Care

Community Involvement

Economic

Education

Educational Support Services

Employment

Environment and Safety

Financial Stability

Food 

Health

Health Improvement

Household Necessities

Housing

Interpersonal Relationships

Legal

Life Skills

Medical Care

Mental Health Treatment

Other

Parenting

Savings

Self-Sufficiency

Social Development and 

Relationships

Substance Abuse Treatments

Transportation 

Utilities

Here’s a Tip!

 These GOALS are able to be changed, removed, or new GOAL CLASSIFICATIONS entered. 



After selecting the GOAL CLASSIFICATION, you need to identify the GOAL TYPE.  

The GOAL TYPE dropdown is dependent upon which category is selected from 

the GOAL CLASSIFICATIONS.  

For instance, you will see one set of GOAL TYPE answers by selecting 

EDUCATION as the CLASSIFICATION, and another by selecting EMPLOYMENT.

In this example, the CLASSIFICATION has been selected as CASE PLANNING 

and therefore the TYPE provides the following drop-down menu.

Creating a 

Case Plan: 

Adding 

Classifications 

& Types



After you have set the CLASSIFICATION for a GOAL and the 

TYPE from the drop-down lists,

You have the opportunity to further describe the GOAL. In this 

example, COMPLETING A WEEKLY PACKET involves having the 

CLIENT/HOUSEHOLD complete an interest inventory.

You will need to set a TARGET DATE 

for the completion of the GOAL.

Creating a 

Case Plan: 

Adding 

Classifications 

& Types



Closed

In order to better track the progress of the overall CASE PLAN, 

each GOAL has an entry for OVERALL STATUS.  There are three 

choices:

❖ Closed – This means that the goal has been completed or the 

CLIENT/HOUSEHOLD is no longer working toward this GOAL.

❖ In Progress – Working towards accomplishing the GOAL.   

❖ Identified – The GOAL has been identified, but no progress has been made.

Creating a 

Case Plan: 

Tracking the 

Status of your 

Goal

AchievedIf Closed, Outcome

Overall Status

If Partial Complete,
Percent Complete 

-Select-

Closed

Identified

In Progress

Closed

When first creating the GOAL. The overall status of this goal 

should be either.

❖ In Progress 

❖ Identified



If the OVERALL STATUS is CLOSED then indicate the OUTCOME 

for that GOAL.

The choices are ABANDONED, ACHIEVED, GOAL REVISED, NOT 

ACHIEVED or PARTIALLY ACHIEVED.

If goal is CLOSED, enter the date.

-Select-

Abandoned

Achieved

Goal Revised

Not Achieved

Partially Achieved

ClosedOverall Status

Target Date

10     25      2014

Creating a 

Case Plan: 

Tracking the 

Status of your 

Goal



Closed

If the OUTCOME is other than ACHIEVED, other actions are 

needed.

❖ For PARTIALLY ACHIEVED the Percentage of Completion from 10% through 

90% is needed.

❖ For PARTIALLY ACHIEVED, ABANDONED, GOAL REVISED and NOT 

ACHIEVED; add a CASE NOTE to provide more information regarding the 

GOAL.  

Partially Achieved

50%
-Select-

Abandoned

Achieved

Goal Revised

Not Achieved

Partially AchievedPartially Achieved

If Closed, Outcome

Overall Status

Target Date

If Partial Complete,
Percent Complete 

Case Notes

Creating a 

Case Plan: 

Tracking the 

Status of your 

Goal



Creating a 

Case Plan: 

Goal Follow-Up

If needed, a FOLLOW UP DATE can be entered to provide a reminder 

for the CASE MANAGER.  In order to use this function the information 

in the FOLLOW UP area needs to be completed, beginning with the 

PROJECTED FOLLOW UP DATE.  The Follow Up User should auto-

populate with your PROVIER/PROJECT and your name.

10     29      2014

Here’s a tip!  

 For a new GOAL, don’t forget to click on ADD GOAL.



Creating a 

Case Plan: 

Goal Follow-Up

FOLLOW UPs for GOALs, REFERRALs, ACTION STEPs 

and SERVICEs display on the Home Page Dashboard 

under FOLLOW UP LIST.

Here’s a tip!  

 Clicking on the “Type” will take you directly into that Referral, Goal, Action Step or Service.



Creating a 

Case Plan: 

Entering a 

Goal

Once you ADD A GOAL and SAVED the GOAL, this next section is 

available for the CASE MANAGER.  These tools are among the most 

important within the HMIS CASE PLANS.

Here you can:

❖ ADD A CASE NOTE

❖ SPECIFY SPECIFIC STEPS NEEDED TO REACH THE GOAL

❖ PROVIDE A SERVICE THAT MIGHT BE NEEDED TO REACH THE GOAL.



When you click on ADD CASE NOTE, 

the CASE NOTE dialog box is 

displayed.  

CASE NOTES are an important part 

of assisting clients in reaching their 

GOALS.

Because a CASE NOTE is part of 

the CLIENT RECORD, it should be 

individualized, objective, factual, 

supportable and brief.

CASE NOTES help to assure that this 

important information is available 

not only for you, but for others that 

may be working with client to 

provide additional assistances. 

It is important to note, that only 

users that have access to this 

project can see these notes.



When you click on ADD ACTION STEP, the ACTION 

STEP dialog box is displayed.

If your stated GOAL CLASSIFICATION is employment 

and the GOAL TYPE is to gain PART TIME 

EMPLOYMENT, there are specific ACTION STEPS 

that will be needed to reach that GOAL.  

When you click on ADD ACTION STEP, the ACTION 

STEP dialog box displays.  Here you can identify 

and follow up on each of the ACTION STEPS.

Unless an ACTION STEP is accomplished at the 

meeting when it is entered, it’s a good idea to 

schedule a FOLLOW UP for that ACTION STEP.  



Creating a 

Case Plan: 

Follow Up on 

Action Steps

You have three choices for 

OUTCOME of FOLLOW UP:

• No Change

• Was Achieved Now Failed

• Was Failed Now Achieved

Don’t forget to SAVE whenever you 

enter or edit information.

When completing a FOLLOW UP, be sure to indicate that the FOLLOW UP was 

completed by entering the DATE and the OUTCOME of the FOLLOW UP. 

If you still  need to continue following up on the Goals, Actions, Services or Referrals.  

You do not have to create a new follow-up.  Leave the Outcome section blank and 

change the Follow Up date at the top of section and Save.  



Creating a 

Case Plan: 

Follow Up on 

Action Steps

The OUTCOME can be ABANDONED, ACHIEVED, 

GOAL REVISED, NOT ACHIEVED or PARTIALLY 

ACHIEVED.  

No matter the OUTCOME, the CLOSED date should

be completed. 

Whenever you enter or edit information for an          

ACTION STEP, don’t forget to SAVE ACTION STEP.

Here’s a tip!  

 For either ABANDONED, GOAL REVISED, NOT ACHIEVED or PARTIALLY ACHIEVED, a CASE NOTE should be added.

When you CLOSE an ACTION STEP you need to provide the OUTCOME. 



As part of a good CASE PLAN, SERVICES may be provided to help clients achieve their GOALS and 

complete ACTION STEPS towards these GOALS.  

In order for SERVICES to show in the CLIENT’S file and on reports, one must be recorded. (Example: 

Case/Care PLANNING)  

The CASE PLAN allows you the ability to add these SERVICEs directly through the CASE PLAN verses 

having to Save and Exit and going to the Service Transactions Tab. Under the section labeled as 

SERVICE ITEMS FOR THIS GOAL, you can add a Service by clicking on the ADD SERVICE button.



When you click on ADD SERVICES, the CASE PLANS section will close and the ADD 

SERVICE section under the SERVICE TRANSACTIONS tab will open.   

It is in this section that you enter 

and edit information about the 

SERVICE to be provided including:

• Who is the PROVIDER?

• What is the SERVICE TYPE?

• What is the SPECIFIC SERVICE?

• When did the SERVICE start?

The Start and End dates will auto 

populate with the current date.

After you click on SAVE & 

CONTINUE you are directed to a 

dialog box for that service.  



After you click on SAVE AND CONTINUE, you are directed to the EDIT SERVICE dialog 

box, where you can add additional information about the service, update, and/or edit 

service information.  

Here’s a tip!  

When you describe the SERVICE to 

be provided you may want to make 

additional SERVICE NOTES.



Additionally on the EDIT SERVICE 

page, you are able to enter SERVICE 

COSTS, FUNDING SOURCE and any 

SUPPORT DOCUMENTATION that 

may be required.

When you ADD FUNDING SOURCE 

you will see a dialog box that 

provides a list of available FUNDING 

SOURCES for that project.

You can easily search for your 

FUNDING SOURCE and then select 

the appropriate source by clicking 

on the  green plus sign.



Creating a 

Case Plan: 

Service Items

Adding SUPPORT DOCUMENTATION works in 

much the same way as any attachment to the 

CLIENT PROFILE or CASE PLAN.

Click on ADD SUPPORT DOCUMENTATION and 

a dialog box will display.

Click on CHOOSE FILE, select a file from your 

computer and finally click on UPLOAD.

You can choose to add a DESCRIPTION to the 

documentation, as well.



When creating a FOLLOW UP schedule for a SERVICE, indicate the DATE the 

FOLLOW UP is to be scheduled and who will be managing that FOLLOW-UP.  After 

you have SAVED this information, the FOLLOW UP will appear in your FOLLOW UP 

LIST on the HOME PAGE DASHBOARD.

Here’s a Tip!

 Make sure you SAVE each time you enter or edit a SERVICE.  

10    25    2014



Creating a 

Case Plan: 

Service Items

When a FOLLOW UP is completed, confirm the FOLLOW UP was 

MADE and then indicate the DATE the FOLLOW UP was completed.



For every SERVICE completed, the NEED INFORMATION section must be completed.  

This information ties into the CASE PLAN, NEED OUTCOME and GOALS set.  Indicate 

the NEED STATUS, OUTCOME OF NEED and IF NEED IS NOT MET then provide a 

reason from the DROP-DOWN list.   After entering or editing this information, SAVE & 

EXIT.

Here’s a tip!  

 It is good CASE PLANNING practice to enter a CASE NOTE if the OUTCOME is other than FULLY MET.

CLOSED



In the CASE PLAN tab you will see 

CASE PLANS FILE ATTACHMENTS.  

Simply click on ADD NEW FILE 

ATTACHMENT.

The UPLOAD ATTACHMENT dialog 

box will be displayed.  CHOOSE A 

FILE from your computer and click 

on UPLOAD.  You can also add a 

description of the file.

During your CASE PLANNING work with a CLIENT/HOUSEHOLD, you may want to 

attach Documents, as part of the CASE PLAN. Items like completed resumes, sample 

job applications, verification information and other written information.  



Here’s a tip!  

 If you are editing or updating information about the GOAL, it is a BEST PRACTICE to SAVE your information 

after each change, even if you are not ready to leave the GOAL area.

When you have added all of the information you need to either create or update 

your GOAL, make sure you select SAVE & EXIT.



First, click on PRINT 

CASE PLAN.

Once you have identified the GOALS, TYPES, STEPS and SERVICES.  You may want to 

PRINT the CLIENT’S CASE PLAN.   

Then the CASE PLAN PRINT OPTIONS dialog box displays and you are provided with 

four choices.

❖ You can PRINT the CASE PLANS for that CLIENT/HOUSEHOLD for any date range.  This allows you to 

just print the updated information.  

❖ You can include/exclude CLOSED GOALS

❖ You can include/exclude ACTION STEPS  

❖ You can include/exclude SIGNATURE LINES*.  

*The signature lines can print on your final form, if you should decide to have the CLIENT and CASE MANAGER sign the document.

Click PRINT to 

see a PRINT 

PREVIEW



Creating a 

Case Plan: 

Print the Case 

Plan

You will first see a preview of the CASE PLAN before you print.  The 

preview will look something like the image below.  

Here’s a Tip!

 Some programs use an initial assessment tool and will want to include that information within HMIS.  Many of 

these assessment tools can be found on the MEASUREMENTS tab.



As the client completes their HOUSING Case Plan, it is important to close out your 

work in 4 ways.

❖ Record final notes regarding the achievement of desired 

outcomes in the case plan.

❖ Record notes describing the reason for the case closure.

❖Make sure the program Exit (Reason for Leaving and 

Destination) match your notes!

❖ End your work as the Case Manager by simply placing an 

end date on the Case Management tab.

Creating a 

Case Plan: 

Close the Plan



Creating a 

Case Plan: 

Close the Plan
As the client completes their HOUSING Case Plan, close your 

case manager file.



Three other areas that you should be aware of are on the CLIENT PROFILE tab. 

CLIENT NOTES, FILE ATTACHMENTS and INCIDENTS.

Whereas CASE NOTES may be specific to a GOAL and not visible to others, CLIENT NOTES are more 

general informational notes.  However, it is still important to be factual, objective, individualized and 

brief.

With FILE ATTACHMENTS, all FILE ATTACHMENTS are visible here and new attachments can be added 

here.  You will notice that the source of the attachment is listed.  



Incidents are created in those cases where issues arise that may impact 

participation and/or future  participation with PROVIDERS and/or PROJECTS.

It is vital that when you ADD a NEW 

INCIDENT you communicate information 

clearly, factually and completely. 

This information must be unbiased and 

truthful, as others may base their decisions 

to provide service upon this INCIDENT 

notation.

If you are providing information that is 

meant to give others only a “heads up”, it 

might be better included as a CLIENT NOTE.



The ability of a client who is working with local organizations to address
their specific needs in order to become stably housed depends largely
on the quality of information collected during intake and while engaged
in Case PLANNING.

REMEMBER THE FOUR “C’s”!



Consistent
C

u
rre

n
t

C’s
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Complete



A Person Has The Right To

Choose Where To Live!



Fair Housing Act 

Lets You Choose

DON’T GET LOCKED OUT!



What Is Fair Housing?

It means a household has equal 

opportunity to choose where to live 

(depending only on whether  they 

are able to pay the rent or 

mortgage) without being 

discriminated against or treated 

differently than other people



Housing Discrimination 

Is Illegal

The Federal Fair Housing Act prohibits:

 Refusing to rent

 Refusing to sell

 Refusing to make available or negotiate

 Refusing to make a mortgage loan, or 

provide insurance, etc.

 Impose different terms or conditions

 Threaten, coerce, or intimidate            

(includes sexual harassment)

 Make discriminatory advertising



Based on:

 Race

 Color

 National origin

 Religion

 Gender

 Disability

 Presence of children under the age of 18 or a 
pregnant woman in the family



What does this symbol mean?

This is the fair housing symbol; 

landlords, banks, real estate agents 

and others use it to show that they 

will not discriminate against your 

family when you are looking for a 

home.



Additional Protection If You Have a 

Disability:
If you have a physical or mental disability or 

are regarding as having such:

 Landlord may not refuse to make 

reasonable accommodations for you to use 

the property on an equal basis

 Landlord may not refuse to let you make 

reasonable modifications to your dwelling or 

common use areas, at your expense

 Accessibility requirements for buildings   

with 4 or more units first occupied           

after March 13, 1991



Benefits:

✓ Fair Housing:                                                             

It’s Not An Option, It’s The Law

✓ Promotes integrated communities,              

not segregation

✓ Prevents prejudice 



Exemptions:

✓ Owner-occupied buildings with no  

more than four units

✓ Single-family housing sold or 

rented without broker

✓ Housing for members only 

✓ Housing for older persons



Suspect Discrimination If:

The sign says “Vacancy”, but the manager says “We 

just rented it”

 “You really wouldn’t have enough space with so many 

children”

 “I don’t think your wheelchair would fit through our 

doors”

Only tenants of certain race get eviction notices, etc.



What Can I Do?

If a person thinks there has been 

discrimination:

Talk to a housing counselor

The person has 1 year to file a 

complaint with U.S. Department of 

Housing and Urban Development

Discrimination stops when people stop 

putting up with it



This should be all that matters:

Your ability to pay (income)

Your capital (property, savings, etc.)

Your credit history (dependability)



Where Can I Start?

Make an “inventory” of what you make 

and spend

Prepare a budget

Start saving



Do You Have a Credit History?

Open a bank account

Get a credit card

Make your payments on time

Verify the information on your credit report



Protect Yourself from People who promise 

to “help”!!

Be informed

Don’t believe: “We fix your credit”

Don’t rent more house than can be 
afforded.  That is why there are rent 
reasonableness and fair market rent 
requirements.

Don’t let a person sign if they don’t 
know what they are getting into



Be the force for good.

Protect those most vulnerable 

from landlords and others who 

might discriminate or take 

advantage of vulnerabilities.



Interims & Post Exit Follow-Ups



Lunch

12:00 – 1:00



HMIS Skills & Performance



Timeliness

If you back date to create an Entry into a project, 

this will affect your timeliness report card.

True



Timeliness

If you edit an Entry, this will effect your timeliness 

report card.

False



Timeliness

If you back date to create an Exit from a project, this 

will effect your timeliness report card.

False



Correct

If a field in an assessment has a bright green 

rectangle next to it, you don’t have to review it with 

the client.

False



Correct

What does HUD/HMIS consider a true disabling 

condition?

Is expected to be of long -continued and indefinite 

durations and substantially impairs ability to live 

independently



Current

I only have to do interims at 30, 60, 90 days etc. or 

when a client is housed.

False



Current

I need to create a new Household for the client if 

household members have changed.

False



Current

I should review and update all fields in the exit 

assessment with client when exiting them from my 

project.

True



Completeness

If the client says they do not have a disabling 

condition, you don’t have to complete the 

disabilities HUD verification.

False



Completeness

I need to complete the assessment fields for 

children living in the household.

True



Consistent

If a client states that they are an active substance 

abuser while doing the VI-SPDAT, you should go 

back to the disability section and reflect this.

True



Bonus Round

Brandon will up your data quality grade in exchange 

for a six pack of Red Bull.

True



Data Consistency

with

Lauren Davis



Inconsistent Data and 

Storytelling:
That just doesn’t make sense..



What is Inconsistent Data?

Inconsistent Data is data not compatible with 

previously recorded information or data recorded  

inaccurate in relation to the client’s homeless 

experience.

Think of it as data that “doesn’t make sense.”

Lets take a look at some common 

inconsistencies…



WHAT IS INCONSISTENT DATA?

What 

inconsistencies 

do you see??



WHAT IS INCONSISTENT DATA?



WHAT IS INCONSISTENT DATA?



WHY IS CONSISTENT DATA IMPORTANT?

• Consider any data you enter into HMIS a part of a client’s story.

Is your data telling the client’s story?

What story is 

this data telling 

us?



WHY IS CONSISTENT DATA IMPORTANT?

What if I told you the client stayed at an Emergency Shelter the night 

before this intake, and the client has been at the shelter since 

10/15/2018?



WHY IS CONSISTENT DATA IMPORTANT?

• If data is not consistent, correct, current, or complete then the client’s story is 

not being told accurately and this affects the overall integrity of our HMIS 

system. 

• Data that is not consistent can change the client’s history of homelessness, 

disability, income, vulnerability, and can effect the client's overall eligibility for 

certain projects.

• Consistent data is the foundation of our system; without it, our community is 

unable to abide by our mandate to discover and assist those who need help 

the most.  

• The more consistent the data is in our system, the less we question the validity 

of the data.



Now let’s go to 

our interactive 

game!!


